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NOT FOR RELEASE, PRESENTATION, PUBLICATION OR DISTRIBUTION IN WHOLE OR IN PART, INTO OR FROM ANY JURISDICTION WHERE TO DO SO WOULD CONSTITUTE A VIOLATION OF THE RELEVANT LAWS OR REGULATIONS OF SUCH JURISDICTION.

This presentation is for informational purposes only and does not constitute or form a part of any offer or solicitation to purchase or subscribe for securities in the United States or any other jurisdiction nor a solicitation of any vote of approval, nor shall there be any sale of securities in any jurisdiction in which such offer, solicitation or sale would be unlawful prior to registration or qualification under the securities laws of any such jurisdiction.

The shares to be issued in connection with the offer for Lonmin plc (“Lonmin” and the “New Sibanye Shares”, respectively) have not been and will not be registered under the US Securities Act of 1933 (the “Securities Act”) and, accordingly, may not be offered or sold or otherwise transferred in or into the United States except pursuant to an exemption from the registration requirements of the Securities Act. The New Sibanye Shares are expected to be issued in reliance upon the exemption from the registration requirements of the Securities Act provided by Section 3(a)(10) thereof.

This presentation is not a prospectus for purposes of Directive 2003/71/EC (and amendments thereto, including Directive 2010/73/EU, to the extent implemented in any relevant Member State) (the “Prospectus Directive”). In any EEA Member State that has implemented the Prospectus Directive, this presentation is only addressed to and is only directed at qualified investors in that Member State within the meaning of the Prospectus Directive. This presentation is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity that is a citizen or resident or located in any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation or which would require any registration or licensing within such jurisdiction.

No statement in this presentation should be construed as a profit forecast.

Forward looking statements

This presentation contains forward-looking statements within the meaning of the “safe harbour” provisions of the United States Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. These forward-looking statements, including, among others, those relating to Sibanye Gold Limited’s trading as Sibanye-Stillwater’s (“Sibanye-Stillwater”) financial positions, business strategies, plans and objectives of management for future operations, are necessarily estimates reflecting the best judgment of the senior management and directors of Sibanye-Stillwater and Lonmin.

All statements other than statements of historical facts included in this presentation may be forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements also often use words such as “will”, “forecast”, “potential”, “estimate”, “expect” and words of similar meaning. By their nature, forward-looking statements involve risk and uncertainty because they relate to future events and circumstances and should be considered in light of various important factors, including those set forth in this disclaimer. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on such statements.

The important factors that could cause Sibanye-Stillwater’s and Lonmin’s actual results, performance or achievements to differ materially from those in the forward-looking statements include, among others, our future business prospects; financial positions; debt position and our ability to reduce debt leverage; business, political and social conditions in the United Kingdom, South Africa, Zimbabwe and elsewhere; plans and objectives of management for future operations; our ability to service our bond instruments [High Yield Bonds and Convertible Bonds]; changes in assumptions underlying Sibanye-Stillwater’s and Lonmin’s estimation of their current mineral reserves and resources; the ability to achieve anticipated efficiencies and other cost savings in connection with past, ongoing and future acquisitions, as well as at existing operations; our ability to achieve steady state production at the Blitz project; the success of Sibanye-Stillwater’s and Lonmin’s business strategy; exploration and development activities; the ability of Sibanye-Stillwater and Lonmin to comply with requirements that they operate in a sustainable manner; changes in the market price of gold, PGMs and/or uranium; the occurrence of hazards associated with underground and surface gold, PGMs and uranium mining; the occurrence of labour disruptions and industrial action; the availability, terms and deployment of capital or credit; changes in relevant government regulations, particularly environmental, tax, health and safety regulations and new legislation affecting water, mining, mineral rights and business ownership, including any interpretations thereof which may be subject to dispute; the outcome and consequence of any potential or pending litigation or regulatory proceedings or other environmental, health and safety issues; power disruptions, constraints and cost increases; supply chain shortages and increases in the price of production inputs; fluctuations in exchange rates, currency devaluations, inflation and other macro-economic monetary policies; the occurrence of temporary stoppages of mines for safety incidents and unplanned maintenance; the ability to hire and retain senior management or sufficient technically skilled employees, as well as their ability to achieve sufficient representation of historically disadvantaged South Africans in management positions; failure of information technology and communications systems; the adequacy of insurance coverage; any social unrest, sickness or natural or man-made disaster at informal settlements in the vicinity of some of Sibanye-Stillwater’s operations; and the impact of HIV, tuberculosis and other contagious diseases. These forward-looking statements speak only as of the date of this presentation. Sibanye-Stillwater and Lonmin expressly disclaim any obligation or undertaking to update or revise any forward-looking statement (except to the extent legally required).
Palladium supply forecast

- Primary supply expected to remain flat to marginally increase with declining South African Production offset by increased Russian Production and net increase in North America due to Blitz ramping up at Stillwater.
- Secondary supply expected to continue to grow as life cycle of increased gasoline cars begins to impact recycling numbers.

Source: Johnson Matthey, SFA Oxford, WPIC, company estimates

Palladium supply constant, driven primarily by regions where basket prices are not platinum dependent.
Palladium demand remains an auto story

- Palladium continues to have a much higher exposure to auto demand growth, given its primary use in gasoline autocatalysts
  - gross autocatalyst demand accounted for 85% of industrial palladium demand in 2018
  - other industrial demand components accounted for ~15% of total demand, however anticipating demand destruction in selected industrial applications

Sources include: Johnson Matthey, SFA Oxford, WPIC, company information

Sustained growth in demand over the last decade
Despite the recent increase in the ZAR PGM basket, we continue to see declining production from South Africa (CAGR* of approximately -1%)

Increased ZAR PGM prices may have delayed selected shaft closures, however current investment climate and market outlook for platinum is not conducive to the commitment of large capital investments for growth

Secondary supply (from autocatalysts) to continue to grow but will plateau at approximately 1.6 Moz per annum.

Sources: Johnson Matthey, SFA Oxford, Company filings, Internal company estimates

*Compound annual growth rate

Supply declines driven by lack of investment in South Africa
Platinum demand forecast

- Gross platinum demand remains industrial biased
- Forecast demand to remain flat at ~7.5 Moz per annum
  - Decline in fleet light duty (LDD) offset by increased loadings and heavy duty diesel (HDD) growth
  - Decline in European diesel market share offset by increased demand out of China and India driven by increasing legislation
  - Chinese jewellery demand remaining largely flat

Sources include: Johnson Matthey, SFA Oxford, WPIC, company information

Platinum demand
The PGM market balance

A market that is not in balance with primary supply ratios
Why does this keep us awake?

• If global demand mix does not match global supply mix, we will be faced with:
  – demand destruction of palladium
  – an over supplied platinum market as a result of over supply

• Primary supply will continue to be mined as a fixed basket at a ratio of roughly 4:5 Pt:Pd globally

• Auto’s manufacturers short term thinking is evidently not driven by PGM costs or supply balance:
  – PGM costs remain relatively small in the total cost of automobiles
  – Reputational impact post “Diesel gate” is significantly higher than catalyst cost considerations
  – Risk of change appears greater than cost of maintaining status quo
  – What happens when PGM mix is no longer a price issue but a physical security of supply issue?

• If we do not get the balance right, it could result in a permanent shift in the PGM market dynamics

Global demand to match global supply to keep market balanced and avoid demand destruction
What drives the PGM basket balance?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lever/driver</th>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Base Case</th>
<th>Downside</th>
<th>Upside</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jewellery</td>
<td>China net demand in 2025</td>
<td>1moz</td>
<td>850k oz (10 year low)</td>
<td>1.75 moz (additional 750k oz over 4 years)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEV penetration</td>
<td>2025 penetration</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European diesel share</td>
<td>Share of LDV market in 2025</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autocat recycling</td>
<td>Recovery rates</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substitution</td>
<td>Pt substitutes Pd in gasoline LDVs</td>
<td>Status Quo</td>
<td>0.1g Pt:Pd substitution per annum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Effects of the above sensitivities on the supply and demand balance were modelled.
Investment

- Material Investment demand driven by institutional investors
- Investment sentiment will be based on industrial demand outlook
- Can act as a supply / demand shock absorber

Sources: China Customs, Bloomberg, Citi Research

Important part of the PGM eco-system, but unlikely to materially impact on Market Balance
Jewellery evolution

- Possible three phase China jewellery story
- Phase 1: Demand growth through aggressive marketing and positioning as premium product
- Phase 2: Growth stability with typical price elasticity trends
- Phase 3: Demand decline
  - Slowing GDP growth
  - Slowing personal income growth in China and tightening household liquidity
  - Growing number of products and services competing for a shrinking share of wallet (travel, electronics, branded/luxury fashion, cars, etc.)
  - Clampdown on “gifting”

Source: Metals Focus, Refinitiv GFMS, ICE Benchmark Administration, World Gold Council, PGI, macrotrends.net
Jewellery sensitivity

- Future demand is likely to be more difficult and expensive to create than in the past
- The creation of platinum jewellery demand does not assist in “managing the basket” demand
- However, the potential impact on the platinum market balance is significant and cannot be ignored

At 30% of gross global demand, the jewellery market cannot be ignored
Powertrain mix

Battery electric vehicles (BEVs) penetration

Platinum balance

Palladium balance

European diesel share

Platinum balance

Palladium balance

Market balance not that sensitive to power train mix over the medium term
Secondary supply

- Secondary Supply has ability to significantly impact the market balance, however is not without challenges
  - Substrate material (in particular high carbon materials) reducing throughput rates and recoveries
  - Capital intensive infrastructure (refineries) is seldom supported on recycling alone and hence recycling relies on spare capacity
  - Fragmented and often informal collection industry limits ability to formalize
  - Recycling volumes not driven by PGM prices alone
Substitution – moving the needle

Pull factors
• Security of supply and volatility
• Larger platinum market with capacity for additional demand
• Sustained price differential

Push factors
• Impact of “Diesel gate”
• Technical certainty
• Capital implications for fabricators
• Regulatory & licensing timelines

“...it is very early days for platinum substitution back into gasoline catalysts. The problem is that it is very expensive and time-consuming to change catalyst designs, so original equipment manufacturers need to be very sure that by the time they have done it was still worth doing. So, they will want to see the price of palladium above that of platinum for some time.

Peter Duncan
Johnson Matthey, Oct 2017
Summary and conclusions

- The PGM market is a basket case
  - To ensure a sustainable market requires balancing of the basket in line with global supply
  - Considering market forces, over the next few years the industry is at real risk of permanently resetting the PGM market dynamics through demand destruction in palladium and an oversupply of platinum

- The world is undergoing change
  - The market development solutions that created yesterday’s demand are not going to be the same solutions for tomorrow
  - Requires a dynamic structure with the ability to adapt to the changing demand environment
  - Market development needs to consider and be supported by the entire PGM value chain

- Market development must consider the biggest levers that can be pulled…..presently that would appear to be substitution
Questions?